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About This Game

Story

Springtime.

The season of the cherry blossoms, and a time of new beginnings, new encounters, and new people.

For Aoba Kyousuke, this new season marks the start of his second year in high school, and after taking a moment to reflect and
looking at the friends around him...

All he can find is a dumbass too horny for his own good, and a weirdo who can't get over his strange fetish for lizard-humanoid
creatures.

Sure enough, he enjoys hanging out with them, and he wouldn't ever think of giving it up,
but something feels missing. A precious, valuable part of everyone's adolescence, and something he might just miss out on at

this rate...
What is that something? Why, love. So upon realizing this, he shouts out to the world--

"I WANT A GIRLFRIEND!"

He'll need to give it his all, of course, because he knows that love does not come to those who just wait.
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Key Features

●Pure Love Story

●Beautiful Artstyle
●Dating Sim Elements: Conquer the heroines in interactive dialogues

●Changeable hairstyles or clothes for heroines
●Four adorable and cute heroine routes

●Funny side characters and hilarious dialogue
●30-50 hours of content
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This...
was an experience.

Except for the bad acting, bad storytelling, bad video effects and video editing is was really good.
Had a laugh or two and quite a few chuckles.

The first dab option was by far the best, I didn't see it in the first few seconds and kind of thought that it was like a hidden
power only people that watch closely are supposed to see, and when it did nothing I laughed out loud.

Quite cute for the materials and experience you had, maybe you'll make some great games one day!
Keep it up~. This was the first title by the 'Choice of Games' that I have played, and I was pleasantly surprised to rediscover the
'choose-your-own-adventure' genre in digital form, having only encountered it previously in childrens' literature. 'Ratings War'
is, however, far more comprehensively realised than most examples of it's kind on your bookshelf. Though I wouldn't
discourage children from playing the game I would emphasize it's maturer writing style and suggest it's suitability for any age,
according to taste.

The story itself is engaging, reasonably original and has a good sense of narritive cohesion, though now on my second run-
through I'm unsure whether the choices I made had any real impact on the story itself, rather affecting other more superficial
(but equally important) features. It's difficult to give a specific example without spoilers, but romantic implications, for
instance, may arise that affect your gameplay.

I picked it up at \u00a31.34 in a sale but at it's normal \u00a32.00 price 'Ratings War' more than reasonable for an evening's
entertainment. With a playtime of around 3 hours and some deal of replayability it's definitely worth a look. The free demo
contains the first chapter, which I think is enough to decide for sure if this is the game for you!
To conclude, in case you haven't realised this by now, I would thoroughly recommend this game to any fan of crime fiction..
Extremely addicting, easy to play, VERY fun. Light of Altair can give you hours of fun on end, and is so addicting that even
if\/when you get stuck and want to stop, it keeps bringing you back. It's a really enjoyable space strategy game. (the review
before this parenthesis was made before i finished it) now upon finishing it, i can still agree to what i said before, but with one
caveat: limited replayability. There is only the story missions to it, with no sandbox\/freeplay or challenge mode, thus limiting
replayability. Still a very good game though!. If you're into RPG's and want something different, then you should really give this
game a shot.. I have more hours in this game than any other person who left a review, so I will say this much. This game doesn't
have a whole lot of content on face value. But under the surface there is a lot to do if you enjoy it. There are 7 classes you can
experiment with and find all the overpowered talents and combos with, and plenty of achievements to get, some of which are
VERY hard. Which is one of the reasons why I like the game. It can be hard if you want it, but it isn't forced. I read a few of the
negative reviews, and they said that there isn't enough content, but if you're saying that then you haven't been playing long
enough to understand the game. It's sort of like undertale in the way that it's short but very replayable. I have 40 hours on it and
I'm still having fun trying to get all the achievements. I think it's worth 15$ for fullscreen and perks unlocked by achievements,
but if you don't have the money you can go play it on kongregate.com. Well worth checking out
but this game is getting a lot of negative reviews for one reason
YOU NEED HAMACHI TO PLAY TWO PLAYERS

***********Since there are no actual servers made by this small developer, it's meant for computers on the same line. Hamachi
is meant to work around that**************
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Pro's:

+ much improved graphics over the previous games
+ rider movement looks much more realistic
+ difficulty sliders are a welcome addition
+ doing a full Rookies Cup season in Career mode feels more realistic
+ bike development in rider career being back is a huge plus point for me as it was sorely missed in 2016/2017 games
+ wet weather is much more realistic
+ wider selection of helmets/gloves/boots than last years game

Con's

- still limited customisation for your rider number/nickname
- removal of classic bikes (hopefully these return in DLC form?)
- removal of managerial career (this was by biggest negative tbh)

Overall Rating = 7/10 (graphically it's a big step forward on last years game and career mode is also improved, can't speak for
online as I don't really play it, hopefully some of the removed content like classic bikes/riders can be re-added in DLC but
losing one of last years best features in Managerial mode is a bit of a let down, though some aspects of the improved rider career
make up for this a bit). This DLC is one side mission between first and second boss, so quite early during the game. Its reward is
amulet which when You wear it will signal You when You will be close to a secret area. Very helpful during first walktrough to
get some extra stuff (after that You will pretty much remeber where this secrets are anyway). I suggest to use this amulet after
You will kill enemies in certain area and just gear up this to run it again checking if You didn't miss any secret area.. Very Good
!! Maybe the best story I ever seen in an adventure game. Nice graphs and atmosphere !!!. This game is amazing! but it needs
more single player levels and maybe an survival mode with all weapons!. Where I yet have no idea what to do with the Space
Marines, the Tau feel like they can play any number of roles from tanky\/smashy to sneaky\/snipey\/agile. Its
good\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665although the moment someone flanks you, you're dead. Decent balance, I
suppose.. Garbage nothing like the classic games they mentioned. Not even worth it if on sale.. 
https://hardcoregames.azurewebsites.net/waltz-of-the-wizard/

this is actually quite an experience with the VR headset in a larger room. I think I got this for less than $1. It was 12 short levels,
but I still had fun. very simple gameplay. semi-challenging. took about 10 minutes, but as fun as far as I am concerned.
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